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INFINITE IMAGE PARTITION REGULAR MATRICES - SOLUTION IN C-SETS
SUKRIT CHAKRABORTY1 AND SOURAV KANTI PATRA2
ABSTRACT. A finite or infinite matrix A is image partition regular provided that whenever N
is finitely colored, there must be some
Ñ
x with entries from N such that all entries of A
Ñ
x are
in the same color class. Comparing to the finite case, infinite image partition regular matrices
seem more harder to analyze. The concept of centrally image partition regular matrices were
introduced to extend the results of finite image partition regular matrices to infinite one. In this
paper, we shall introduce the notion of C-image partition regular matrices, an interesting subclass
of centrally image partition regular matrices. Also we shall see that many of known centrally
image partition regular matrices are C-image partition regular.
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical theorems of Ramsey Theory can be spontaneously stated as statements about
image partition regular matrices which is why the study of Image partition regular matrices
seeks remarkable attention. For example, Schurs Theorem [Schur [1917]] and the length 4
version of van der Waerdens Theorem [Van der Waerden [1927]] assures us that the matrices¨
˝1 00 1
1 1
˛
‚ and
¨
˚˝˚1 01 1
1 2
1 3
˛
‹‹‚
are image partition regular.
Let us recall the following well known definition of the image partition regularity.
Definition 1.1. Let A be a m ˆ n matrix with entries from Q for some m,n P N. We call
the matrix A to be an image partition regular matrix over N if and only if there exists i P
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu and
Ñ
x P Nn such that A
Ñ
x P Emi , whenever we are able to write N “
Ťp
i“1Ei for
some p P N.
Several characterizations of finite image partition regular matrices involve the notion of “first
entries matrix”, a concept based on Deubers pm, p, cq sets.
We recall the following definition from Hindman and Strauss [2000].
Definition 1.2. Let A be a p ˆ q matrix with rational entries. Then A is a first entries matrix if
and only if no row of A is
Ñ
0 and there exist strictly positive rational numbers t1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tq such
that ai,j “ tj , where i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu and j “ mintl P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qu : ai,l ‰ 0u.
We call tj to be the first entry of A if there exists i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu such that j “ mintl P
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qu : ai,l ‰ 0u.
Some of the known characterizations of finite image partition regular matrices involve the no-
tion of central sets while the famous concept was introduced in [Furstenberg [1981]] and defined
in terms of the view point of topological dynamics. These sets enjoy very strong combinato-
rial properties. (See [Furstenberg [1981], Proposition 8.21] or [Hindman and Strauss [1998],
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Chapter 14].) They have a nice characterization in terms of the algebraic structure of βN, the
Stone-Cˇech compactification of N. We shall present this characterization below, after introduc-
ing the necessary background information.
Let pS,`q be an infinite discrete semigroup. The points of βS are taken to be the ultrafilters
on S with the understanding that the principal ultrafilters are being identified with the points of
S. It is a folklore that for a given set A Ď S, A “ tp P βS : A P pu. The set tA : A Ď Su turns
out to be a basis for the open sets (as well as a basis for the closed sets) of βS.
One can naturally extend of the operation` of S to the whole of βS by making βS a compact
right topological semigroup with its topological center containing S. This says that for each p P
βS the function µp : βS Ñ βS is continuous and for each x P S, the function νx : βS Ñ βS is
continuous, where µppqq “ q ` p and νxpqq “ x` q. Given p, q P βS and A Ď S, A P p` q if
and only if tx P S : ´x` A P qu P p, where ´x` A “ ty P S : x` y P Au.
If a non-empty subset I of a semigroup pT,`q satisfies T ` I Ď I , we call I to be a left ideal
of T and a right ideal if I ` T Ď I . A two sided ideal (or simply an ideal) is both a left and a
right ideal. A minimal left ideal is a left ideal that does not contain any proper left ideal. Now
it is very obvious to analogously define a minimal right ideal and the smallest ideal.
Any compact Hausdorff right topological semigroup pT,`q contains idempotents and there-
fore has a smallest two sided ideal
KpT q “
ď
tL : L is a minimal left ideal of Tu
“
ď
tR : R is a minimal right ideal of Tu.
Given a minimal left ideal L and a minimal right idealR, it turns out that LXR is a group and
therefore contains an idempotent. If p and q are idempotents in T , we write p ď q if and only if
p ` q “ q ` p “ p. An idempotent is minimal with respect to this relation if and only if it is a
member of the smallest ideal KpT q of T .
A beautiful inauguration to the algebra of βS is given in Hindman and Strauss [1998].
Definition 1.3. Let pS,`q be an infinite discrete semigroup. A subset in S is said to be Central
if and only if it is contained in some minimal idempotent of pβS,`q.
Now we state the most general version of Central Sets Theorem from De et al. [2008]. We
state it here only for the commutative subgroups.
Theorem 1.4. Let pS,`q be a commutative semigroup and denote the set of all sequences in S
by τ . LetC Ď S be central , then there exists functionsα : Pf pτq Ñ S andH : Pfpτq Ñ PfpNq
such that
(1) if F,G P Pf pτq and F Ř G then maxHpF q ă minHpGq, and
(2) whenever m P N, G1, G2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gm P Pf pτq, G1 Ř G2 Ř ¨ ¨ ¨ Ř Gm and for each
i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , mu, fi P Gi, one has
mÿ
i“1
`
αpGiq `
ÿ
tPHpGiq
fiptq
˘
P C.
Recently a lot of attention has been paid to those sets which satisfy the conclusion of the latest
Central Sets Theorem. Like Central sets they also contain the image of finite image partition
regular matrices.
Definition 1.5. Let pS,`q be a commutative semigroup. Also let τ “ NS be the set of all
sequences in S and C Ď S. If there exists functions α : Pf pτq Ñ S and H : Pf pτq Ñ PfpNq
such that the conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 1.4 is satisfied, then we call C to be a C set.
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Therefore we can readily observe that Central sets are in particular C-sets. We now present
some notations from De et al. [2008].
Definition 1.6. Let pS,`q be a commutative semigroup, and let τ be as in the Definition 1.5.
(1) A Ď S is said to be a J-set if for every F P Pfpτq there exists a P S and H P PfpNq
such that for all f P F ,
a`
ÿ
tPH
fptq P A.
(2) JpSq “ tp P βS : p@A P pqpA is a J-setqu.
Theorem 1.7. Let pS,`q be a discrete commutative semigroup and A be a subset of S. Then A
is a J set if and only if JpSq
Ş
ClA ‰ φ.
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 3.11 of Hindman and Strauss [1998] while noting
that the collection of J sets form a partition regular family. 
The following is a consequence of Theorem 3.8 of De et al. [2008].
Theorem 1.8. Let pS,`q be a commutative semigroup and A Ď S. Then A is a C-set if and
only if clA
Ş
JpSq contains atleast an idempotent p.
We also state the following theorem which is Theorem 3.5 in De et al. [2008].
Theorem 1.9. Let pS,`q be a discrete commutative semigroup, then JpSq is a closed two sided
ideal of βS and ClKpβSq Ď JpSq.
It is known that finite image partition regular matrices are compatible with respect to central
sets. A similar result holds true for C-sets.
Theorem 1.10. Let A be a p ˆ q matrix with rational entries for some natural numbers p and
q. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) A is an image partition regular matrix.
(2) For any C-set C of N, A
Ñ
x P Cp for some
Ñ
x P Nq.
(3) For any C-set C of N, t
Ñ
x P Nq : A
Ñ
x P Cpu is also a central subset Nv.
Proof. The proof is similar as that of Theorem 1.2 of Hindman et al. [2003]. 
The notion of image partition regular matrices extends naturally to infinite ω ˆ ω matrices
provided each row of the matrix contains only finitely many non-zero entries. (Here ω, the first
infinite cardinal, is also the set of nonnegative integers.)
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.5pbq of Hindman and Strauss [2000] that when-
ever A and B are finite image partition regular matrices, so is
ˆ
A O
O B
˙
, where O represents
a matrix of the appropriate size with all zero entries. However, the analogous result does not
hold true for infinite image partition regular matrices because of Theorem 3.14 of Deuber et al.
[1995].
Motivated by this distinction and by the condition of Theorem 1.5plq of Hindman and Strauss
[2000], Hindman, Leader and strauss came up with the notion of “Centrally image partition
regular matrices” and “Strongly Centrally image partition regular matrices” in Definition 2.7
and in Definition 2.10 respectively in Hindman et al. [2003].
In Section 2, we shall introduce the notion of C-image partition regularity and see that the
behaviour of this infinite image partition regularity almost same like Centrally image partition
regularity. In Section 3 we shall give some classes of C-image partition regular matrices which
also had occurred in the case of Centrally image partition regularity.
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2. C-IMAGE PARTITION REGULARITY
Centrally image partition regular matrices were introduced in order to extend the results of
finite image partition regular matrices to infinite one. In this section we shall introduce the
notion of C-image partition regularity and see that parallel results for this type of image partition
regularity also holds true.
Definition 2.1. Let A be an ω ˆ ω matrix with entries from Q.
(1) The matrix A is C-image partition regular if and only if for every C-set C of N, one has
A
Ñ
x P Cω for some
Ñ
x P Nω.
(2) The matrix A is strongly C-image partition regular if and only if for every C-set C of
N, one has
Ñ
y “ A
Ñ
x P Cω for some
Ñ
x P Nω and entries of A
Ñ
x corresponding to distinct
rows of A are distinct i.e., for all i, j if row i and row j of A are unequal then yi ‰ yj .
Like Centrally image partition regular matrices, there is a simple necessary condition for a
matrix to be strongly C-image partition regular which is as follows:
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a strongly C-image partition regular matrix having no repeated rows.
Then,
ti : for all j ě k, ai,j “ 0u is finite for all k P N.
Proof. Suppose that ti : for all j ě k, ai,j “ 0u is finite. Then by discarding the other rows
we may presume that A is an ω ˆ k matrix. Let D “ t
Ñ
x P Nk : all entries of A
Ñ
x are distinctu.
EnumerateD as x
Ñ
x
pnq
y8n“1. Inductively choose distinct yn and zn inA
Ñ
x
pnq
with tyn, znu
Ş
ptyt :
t P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1uu
Ť
tzt : t P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1uuq ‰ φ if n ą 1. Let C “ tyn : n P Nu. Then
there exists no
Ñ
x P D with A
Ñ
x P Cω and no
Ñ
x P D with A
Ñ
x P pNzCqω. 
Theorem 2.3. Let p be an idempotent in R where R is a right ideal of pβN,`q. Then for each
C P p, there are 2c minimal idempotents in R
Ş
C.
Proof. Let C P p and C˚ :“ tx P C : ´x ` C P pu. Then notice that by Lemma 4.14 of
Hindman and Strauss [1998], ´x` C˚ P p, for each x P C˚. For eachm P N,
Sm “ 2
mN
č
C˚ X
č
t´k ` C˚ : k P C˚ X t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , muu.
Let V “
Ş
mPN Sm. For every m P N, 2
mN P p by Lemma 6.6 of Hindman and Strauss
[1998] and so m P p. Thus p P V . We show that V is a subsemigroup of βN, using Theorem
4.20 of Hindman and Strauss [1998]. So, let m P N and let n P Sm. It is sufficient to show
that n ` Sm`n Ď Sm. Let r P Sm`n. Obviously n ` r P 2
mN. We have n ` r P C˚
because n P C˚
Ş
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , m ` nu. Let k P C˚
Ş
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , mu. Then n P ´k ` C˚. So
k`n P C˚
Ş
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , m`nu and thus r P ´pk`nq`C˚ so that n`r P ´k`C˚ as required.
Since p P V we have by Theorem 6.32 of Hindman and Strauss [1998] that V contains a copy of
H “
Ş8
n“1N2
n. By Theorem 6.9 of Hindman and Strauss [1998], pβN,`q has 2c minimal left
ideals. Thus there is a subsetW of βN containing idempotents such that |W | “ 2c. The subset
W will also have the property that whenever u and v are distinct members ofW , u` v “ u and
v ` u “ v. Following Lemma 6.6 of Hindman and Strauss [1998], W Ď H and V contains a
copy of H. Therefore we have a set E Ď V of idempotents such that |E| “ 2c and u ` v ‰ u
and v ` u ‰ v for all distinct members u and v of E.
By Theorem 6.20 of Hindman and Strauss [1998], pβN`uq
Ş
pβN`vq “ φ whenever u and
v are distinct members of E. So we can further say pV ` uqpV ` vq “ φ. For each u P E pick
an idempotent αu P pp` V q X pV ` uq with the property that αu minimal in V .
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By Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 of Hindman and Strauss [1998], p`V contains a minimal
right ideal R1 of V and V ` u contains a minimal left ideal L1 of V . Then, R1 X L1 is a
group. Let αu be the identity element of this group.) Then tαu : u P Eu is a set of 2
c minimal
ideampotents of V in p` V Ď R. 
Corollary 2.4. Let C be a C-set inN. Then there exists a sequence xCny
8
n“1 of pairwise disjoint
C-sets in N such that
Ť8
n“1Ci Ď C.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, the set of idempotents in C X JpNq is infinite. Therefore C X JpNq
contains an infinite strongly discrete subset. (Alternatively, there are two idempotents in C X
JpNq so that C can be divided into C-sets C1 and D1. Then D1 can again be divided into two
C-sets, C2 andD2 and so on.) 
Corollary 2.5. For each n P N, let An be a strongly C-image partition regular matrix. Then
the matrix
M “
¨
˚˝˚A1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨0 A2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
0 0 A3 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
. . .
˛
‹‹‚
is also strongly C-image partition regular.
Proof. Let C be a C-set. By Corollary 2.4, choose a sequence xCny
8
n“1 of pairwise disjoint C-
sets in N such that
Ť8
n“1Cn Ď C. For each n P N choose
Ñ
x
pnq
P Nω such that
Ñ
y
pnq
“ An
Ñ
x
pnq
P
Cωn and if row i and j of An fails to be equal, then
Ñ
y
pnq
i ‰
Ñ
y
pnq
j . Let
Ñ
z “
¨
˚˝˚Ñxp1q
Ñ
x
p2q
...
˛
‹‹‚.
Then all entries ofM
Ñ
z are in C and entries from distinct rows ofM
Ñ
z are unequal.
Surely, Corollary 2.5 remains valid if “strongly C-image partition regular” is replaced by
“C-image partition regular”. The same proof applies and one does not need to introduce the
pairwise disjoint C-sets, which were required to guarantee that the entries ofM
Ñ
z from distinct
rows were distinct. 
Notice that trivially, if A is an ω ˆ ω matrix with entries from Q and there is some positive
rational number m such that each row of A sums to m, then A is centrally image partition
regular. (Given a central set C, simply pick d P N such that dm P C, which one can do because
for each n P N, Nn is a member of every idempotent by Lemma 6.6 of Hindman and Strauss
[1998]. Then let xi “ d for each i P ω.)
Theorem 2.6. Let k P N andm P Q such thatm ą 0. Let A be an ω ˆ ω with rational entries
such that
(1) the sum of each row of A ism, and
(2) for each l P ω, txai,o, ai,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai,ly : i P ωu is finite.
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Let
Ñ
r
p1q
,
Ñ
r
p2q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
r
pkq
P Qωz
Ñ
t0u such that each
Ñ
r
piq
has only finitely many non-zero entries.
Then there exist b1, b2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bk P Qzt0u such that¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
b1
Ñ
r
p1q
b2
Ñ
r
p2q
...
bk
Ñ
r
pkq
A
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
is C-image partition regular.
Proof. Pick l P N such that r
pjq
i “ 0, for every j P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ku and every i ě l. Let s
pjq “
xr
pjq
0
, r
pjq
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r
pjq
l y, for j P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ku. Enumerate
txai,o, ai,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai,ly : i P ωu
as
Ñ
w
p0q
,
Ñ
w
p1q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
w
puq
. Let di “ m´
řl´1
j“0w
piq
j , for i P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uu. Let E be the pu ` 1q ˆ
pl ` 1q matrix with entries
ei,j “
#
w
piq
j , if j P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l ´ 1u
di, if j “ l.
Then E is image partition regular because E has constant row sums. By applying Theorem
1.2pdq Hindman et al. [2003] u` 1 times, pick b1, b2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bk P Qzt0u such that the matrix¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
b1
Ñ
s
p1q
b2
Ñ
s
p2q
...
bk
Ñ
s
pkq
E
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
is image partition regulr. Hence by Theorem 1.2pbq of Hindman et al. [2003] the above matrix
is image partition regular.
Let C be a C-set and pick xz0, z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zly P N
l`1 withH
Ñ
z P Cu`1. For n P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l´1u,
let xn “ zn. For n P tl, l ` 1, l ` 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u, let xn “ zl. Consequently,¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
b1
Ñ
r
p1q
b2
Ñ
r
p2q
...
bk
Ñ
r
pkq
A
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
Ñ
x P Cω.

3. SOME CLASSES OF C-IMAGE PARTITION REGULAR MATRICES
We know that an extension of “first entries matrix” to infinite matrices does not essentially
produce image partition regular matrices. Therefore we introduce a sparse version of the notion
of first entries matrix which is studied quite elaborately in this section.
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Firstly we recall the following definition which is definition 3.1 in Hindman and Strauss
[2000].
Definition 3.1. Let A be an ωˆω matrix with rational entries. Then A is said to be a segmented
image partition regular matrix if and only if
(1) A contains no row as
Ñ
0 ;
(2) the set tj P ω : ai,j ‰ 0u is finite, for each i P ω; and
(3) there is an increasing sequence xαny
8
n“0 with elements from ω satisfying α0 “ 0 and for
each n P ω,
txai,αn , ai,αn`1, ai,αn`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai,αn`11y : i P ωuzt
Ñ
0u
is either empty or forms the set of rows of a finite image partition regular matrix.
We shall say that A is a segmented first entries matrix if each of these finite image partition
regular matrices is a first entries matrix. Moreover A is said to be a monic segmented first
entries matrix if in addition the first non-zero entry of each xai,αn, ai,αn`1 , ai,αn`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ai,αn`11y,
if any, is 1.
The most celebrated example of segmented first entries matrices are the finite sums matrix
which generates the pM,P, Cq-systems of Hindman and Lefmann [1993].
Theorem 3.2. Any segmented image partition regular matrix is strongly C-image partition reg-
ular.
Proof. Let
Ñ
c0,
Ñ
c1,
Ñ
c2, ¨ ¨ ¨ denote the columns of a segmented image partition regular matrix A
and choose xαny
8
n“0 according to the definition of a segmented image partition regular matrix.
Suppose An is the matrix containing columns
Ñ
c αn ,
Ñ
c αn`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
c αn`1´1 for each n P ω. Then
the set of non-zero rows of An is finite and if it is non-empty then it is the set of rows of a finite
image partition regular matrix. Let Bn “ pA0 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Anq.
Take a C-set C of N. By Theorem 1.8 choose an idempotent p P JpNq with C P p. Let
C˚ “ n P C : n ` C P p. Then C˚ P p and n` C˚ P p for every n P C˚ by [9, Lemma 4.14].
By Theorem 1.10, we can choose
Ñ
x
p0q
P Nα1´α0 with the property that, if
Ñ
y “ A0
Ñ
x
p0q
, then
yi P C
˚ for every i P ω with the i-th row of A0 is non-zero, and entries of
Ñ
y which correspond
to unequal rows of A0 are distinct.
We nowmake the inductive assumption that, for somem P ω, we have chosen
Ñ
x
p0q
,
Ñ
x
p1q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
x
pmq
such that
Ñ
x
piq
P Nαi`1´αi for every i P t0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , mu, and, if
Ñ
y “ Bmp
Ñ
x
p0q
,
Ñ
x
p1q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
x
pmq
qt
, then yj P C
˚ for every j P ω for which the j-th row of Bm is non-zero and “t” denotes the
matrix transpose. We further suppose that entries of
Ñ
y which correspond to unequal rows of
Bm are distinct.
Let D “ tj P ω : row j of Bm ` 1 is not
Ñ
0u. It follows that for each j P ω, yj ` C
˚ P
p. (Either yj “ 0 or yj P C
˚.) Let l “ maxtyi : i P ωu ` 1 and note that Nl P p by
[Hindman and Strauss [1998], Lemma 6.6]. Thus by Theorem 1.10, we can choose
Ñ
x
pm`1q
P
Nαm`2αm`1 such that, if
Ñ
z “ Am`1
Ñ
x
pm`1q
, then zj P NlzX
Ş
tPDpyt`C
˚q for every j P D, and
zj ‰ zk whenever rows j and k of Am`1 are distinct and not equal to
Ñ
0 . Since each zj P Nl, we
also get that yj ` zj ‰ yk ` zk whenever j, k P D and distinct rows j and k of Bm`1.
Thus we can choose an infinite sequence x
Ñ
x
piq
yiPω with the property that for every i P ω,
Ñ
x
piq
P Nαi`1´αi , and, if
Ñ
y “ Bip
Ñ
x
p0q
,
Ñ
x
p1q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
x
piq
qt, then yj P C
˚ for every j P ω for which
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the j-th row of Bi is non-zero. Moreover, entries of
Ñ
y corresponding to distinct rows of Bi are
distinct.
Let
Ñ
y “ A
Ñ
x where
Ñ
x “ p
Ñ
x
p0q
,
Ñ
x
p1q
,
Ñ
x
p3q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ qt. We note that, for every j P ω and for i ą m,
there exists m P ω such that yj is the j-th entry of Bip
Ñ
x
p0q
,
Ñ
x
p1q
,
Ñ
x
p3q
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Ñ
x
piq
qt. Thus all the
entries of
Ñ
y are in C˚ and entries corresponding to distinct rows are distinct. 
Nowwe recall the following definition which is Definition 4.1 in Hindman and Strauss [2000].
Definition 3.3. An ω ˆ ω matrix A is said to be a restricted triangular matrix if and only if all
entries of A are from Z and there exist d P N and an increasing function j : ω Ñ ω such that
for all i P ω,
(1) ai,jpiq P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , du,
(2) ai,l “ 0, whenever l ą jpiq, and
(3) for all k ą i and all t P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , du, t|ak,jpiq .
Theorem 3.4. A restricted triangular matrix A is strongly C-image partition regular. In partic-
ular, if p P
Ş
nPN clβNpnNq and P P p, then there exists
Ñ
x P Nω such that the entries of A
Ñ
x are
distinct elements of P .
Proof. The proof is essentially done in the proof of Theorem 4.2 in Hindman and Strauss [2000].

Corollary 3.5. Let A be an ω ˆ ω matrix with entries from Z. Suppose exists an increasing
function j : ω Ñ ω such that for all i P ω the following properties are satisfied:
(1) ai,jpiq “ 1 and
(2) ai, l “ 0 for all l ą jpiq.
Then A is strongly C-image partition regular.
Proof. The corollary is immediate because A is a restricted triangular matrix with d “ 1. 
Corollary 3.6. Let A be an ω ˆ ω matrix with entries from Z. In addition suppose A contains
only finitely many non-zero entries in each row. Suppose there exist d P N and a function
j : ω Ñ ω such that for all i P ω, the following are satisfied:
(1) ai,jpiq P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , du and
(2) ak,jpiq “ 0 for all k ‰ i.
Then A is strongly C-image partition regular.
Proof. The proof of this corollary follows by noting a possible rearrangement of the columns
using condition (2). 
Theorem 3.7. Let A be a restricted triangular matrix with finitely many non-zero entries. Let
Ñ
r P Zωzt
Ñ
0u. Then
ˆ
b
Ñ
r
A
˙
is a strongly C-image partition regular matrix for some b P Qzt0u.
Proof. Pick d P N and j : ω Ñ ω according as Definition 1.3. Take l ě jp0q such that ri “ 0
for all i ą l. Also pick γ P ω such that jpγq ď l ă jpγ ` 1q.
Call B to be the upper left pγ ` 1q ˆ pl ` 1q corner of A. By Theorem 1.4, A is C-image
partition regular and therefore B is image partition regular. Applying Theorem 3.2, l` 2 times,
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pick b0, b1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bl, b in Q such that
D “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
br0 br1 br2 ¨ ¨ ¨ brl
b0 0 o ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 b1 o ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ bl
B
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
is image partition regular. We claim that
ˆ
b
Ñ
r
A
˙
is C-image partition regular. For that let C be a
C-set and let c be a common multiple of the numerators of b0, b1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bl. ThenCXNcd! is again
a C-set. By Theorem 3.2, pick x0, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xl such that all entries of D
¨
˚˝˚x0x1
...
xl
˛
‹‹‚are in C X Ncd!
and are distinct. For t P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lu, one has in particular that btxt P Ncd! and consequently
xt P Nd!. For t ą l, choose xt “ d! exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. One concludes
immediately that all entries of
ˆ
b
Ñ
r
A
˙
Ñ
x are in C and are unequal. 
Theorem 3.8. Let A be a C-image partition regular matrix and let xbny
8
n“0 be a sequence of
positive integers. Let
B “
¨
˚˝˚b0 0 o ¨ ¨ ¨0 b1 o ¨ ¨ ¨
0 0 b2 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
. . .
˛
‹‹‚. Then the matrix
¨
˝O BA O
A B
˛
‚
is C-image partition regular.
Proof. Let C be a C-set of N. Take a minimal idempotent p in βN such that C P p. Let
D :“ tx P C : x ` C P pu. Then by [Hindman and Strauss [1998], Lemma 4.14] D P p and
therefore D is C-set. So we can get
Ñ
x P Nω such that A
Ñ
x P Dω.
Define cn “
ř8
t“0 an,t ¨ xt, for any given n P ω. Then C X pcn ` Cq P p, so pick zn P
C X pcn ` Cq X Nbn and let yn “
zn
bn
. Thus we get¨
˝O BA O
A B
˛
‚ˆÑxÑ
y
˙
P Cω`ω`ω.

Let us quickly recall the following definition which is Definition 4.8 in Hindman and Strauss
[2000].
Definition 3.9. Let C be a γ ˆ δ matrix with finitely many non-zero entries in each row, for
some γ, δ P ω Y tωu. For each t ă δ, let Bt be a ut ˆ vt (finite) matrix. Let R “ tpi, jq : i ă
γ and j P
Ś
tăδt0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ut1uu. Given t ă δ and k P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ut1u, denote the k-th row of
Bt by the notation
Ñ
b
ptq
k . Then D is said to be an insertion matrix of xBtytăδ into C if and only
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if the rows of D are all rows of the form
ci,0 ¨
Ñ
b
p0q
jp0q " ci,1 ¨
Ñ
b
p1q
jp1q " ¨ ¨ ¨
where pi, jq P R.
For example we can consider that one which is given in Hindman and Strauss [2000]. Sup-
pose C “
ˆ
1 0
2 1
˙
, B0 “
ˆ
1 1
5 7
˙
, and B1 “
ˆ
0 1
3 3
˙
, then the following matrix
D “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
1 1 0 0
5 7 0 0
2 2 0 1
2 2 3 3
10 14 0 1
10 14 3 3
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
is an insertion matrix of xBtytă2 into C.
Theorem 3.10. Let C be a segmented first entries matrix. Also let Bt be a utˆ vt (finite) image
partition regular matrix, for each t ă ω. Then any insertion matrix of xBytăω into C is C-image
partition regular.
Proof. Let us take A to be an insertion matrix of xBytăω into C. For each t P ω, pick by
Theorem 1.5pgq of Hindman and Strauss [2000], somemt P N and a utˆmt first entries matrix
Dt with the property that for all
Ñ
y P Nmt there exists
Ñ
xNvt such that Bt
Ñ
x “ Dt
Ñ
y . Let E be
another insertion matrix of xDtytăω into C where the rows occur in the corresponding position
to those of A. That is, if i ă ω and j P
Ś
tăωt0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ut1u and
ci,0 ¨
Ñ
b
p0q
jp0q " ci,1 ¨
Ñ
b
p1q
jp1q " ¨ ¨ ¨
is row k of A, then
ci,0 ¨
Ñ
d
p0q
jp0q " ci,1 ¨
Ñ
d
p1q
jp1q " ¨ ¨ ¨
is row k of E.
Let H be a C-set of N. By Lemma 4.9 of Hindman and Strauss [2000], E is a segmented
first entries matrix. Therefore, pick
Ñ
y P Nω such that all entries of E
Ñ
y are contained in H . Let
δ0 “ γ0 “ 0 and for n P N take δn :“
řn1
t“0 vt and γn :“
řn1
t“0mt. For each n P ω, pick¨
˚˝˚ xδnxδn`1
...
xδn`1´1
˛
‹‹‚P Nvn such that Bt
¨
˚˝˚ xδnxδn`1
...
xδn`1´1
˛
‹‹‚“ Dt
¨
˚˝˚ yγnyγn`1
...
yγn`1´1
˛
‹‹‚.
Then it is clear that A
Ñ
x “ E
Ñ
y . 
At the end of the paper we raise the following question.
Question: Is it true that every C-image partition regular matrices are Centrally image parti-
tion regular?
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